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Against the Cz Closing Lemma 
CHARLES C. Puiz* 
A point p is recurrent (Poisson stable) for the flow v iff p E m(p) = the 
w-limit set of p. The C’ closing lemma asserts that a recurseat point of a CT 
flow can be made periodic by a C’ small pe~urba~ou of the flow. When 
1: = 0, this turns out to be trivial. When r = 1 it is proved in Refs. [7, 8, 9]- 
For Y > 2, the 0 closing lemma remains an open problem, even for flows on 
2-manifolds. (In Ref. [6], M. Peixoto proved that recurrence in a 2-manifold 
can ai&w be destroyed OP else made periodic by Cr appro~~nlat~on.~ 
In this note, an example is presented of a Cou flow on a 2-manifold whose CT 
closing properties are very different as Y = 1 or Y > 2. However, the type of 
recurrence involved is a good deal weaker than Poisson stability. A point p is 
first order p~olo~at~onall~ recur~~t [I] if a(p) n w(p) + ~3, cd’) being the 
4imit set of p. For then, some points near w(p) flow near p in forward time. 
12th order prolongational recurrence of p means there exists a chain p = $O , 
p, ,... I p, = p such that w(pJ n o~(p~.,.r) f a, 0 < i < n - 1, 
The C’ closing lemma for prolongational recurrence is proved for ‘P = 0 
by M. Shub and S. Smale [ll]. When T == 1, it is an open problem. The Aow 
Q/, pictured below, has the property: 
9 has first order prolongationally recurrent points p, q. Some Cl approxi- 
mation, but no C2 approximation, 16 of 7 has both p and q in the closure 
of the #-periodic points. 
On the 2-torus, Tg, consider a tangent vectorfleId X generating a flow y’t, 
with the following features. y has four saddle points, A, J3, a’, B’, two 
sources, a, a’, two sinks W, w’, and one degenerate closed orbit y. In Section 3, 
the relative positions of the separatrices are more precisely described. y is the 
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FIGURE 1 
limit of four separatrices, two from each side. The PoincarC map around y is 
likeyt+y --a. 
Finally, M. Hirsch showed that a very strong sort of foliation closing 
lemma is false: there are structurally stable foliations on compact manifolds 
which have no compact leaves [4]. 
Thanks are due to Jim Heitsch, Brian Marcus, and Steve Schechter for 
useful conversations. 
2. DENJOY ANALYSIS OF THE POINCAR~~ MAP 
Erect a transversal 7 at a point of y. The flow induces the PoincarC map f on 
7. The next lemma proves that “high iterates off preserve relative positions 
along 7.” 
RELATIVE POSITION LEMMA. Let f : [- 1, l] + R be a c2 embedding such 
that (Of),, = 1 and f 1 [0, l] is a topological contraction toward 0. For 
l>a>b>fa>Olet 
p&z, b) = [f”(a) - f”(bMf”(4 - f”+Wl 
Then lim n-m pn(a, b) = p exists and b M p(a, b) is a homeomorphism of [fa, a] 
onto [0, 11. Besides, it is con.tinuous in f, a, b: if E > 0 is given then there is 
S > 0 such that 
I i4&% 4 - p& WI < E 
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and for all n such that p+l(a) >, -8. 
Pro& Clearly b F+ p,(a, tt> is a homeomorp~sm [fa, a] -+ 10, I]. As in 
[2, 3] we use the mean value theorem to express pJa, b) (when a > b >fa) 
as 
for some 0, , a, E [fa, a]. Let I, be the open interval between On, and Q, . 
Take log of both sides and apply the mean value theorem again. 
for some IQ,.~ of”&. (Recall that D(log (Dh)) = D2h/Dh.) The factor 
~~~~~~~~~ is ~ifor~y bounded, say / ~~~~~~)~ < IV, since E-1, l] is 
compact and f is a C2 embedding. Since I, , fI, ,... are disjoint, these sums 
are well controlled. Since pm(a, b) = P+J fna, j”b) we can write 
for some %,,., , CT,,, E fflla,ffi+la] and some qz,n,m ~fbI~,,,, where I,,, = 
the interval between %,,, and o,$,~ . Hence 
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For large n, this is small, uniformly in b E (fa, a). Hence 
hdP72(~~ ->>L 
is a uniformly Cauchy sequence of homeomorphisms (fa, a) + (- co, 0) and 
so log(p,(a, .)) converges uniformly to a continuous nonincreasing function 
from (f~, a) onto (-co, 0). Taking exp, and using the fact that exp is uni- 
formly continuous on (- co, 0] we get 
P&4 4 * P(4 b), a>b>fa, 
where p(a, .) is a continuous nonincreasing function from (fa, a) onto (0, 1). 
By uniform convergence and the facts that ~~(a, a) E 0, p,(a,fa) E 1, we 
see that 
pa(a, 6) =f ~(a> b), a > b >fa, 
Now let us check continuity of p respectingf, a, 6. The same mean value 
theorem estimates show 
since all the J’ iterates will be contained in [-S,fn~]. Given E > 0, we can 
choose and fix n large and 6, small so that 
I pm@, b) - ,~(a, b)l < e/3, 
I iL(~, 6) - iL@, @I -==c E/3, 
whereIf--f(<6,,[~--l<(~,(b--[<(~,abF>,S~,m>n, 
and p+la > -Ao. Thus, 
1 Pm@ 6) - P&, b)i d I P&, 6) - p&f, 6)l + I p&r, 6) - ,&z, b) 1 
+ I P& 6) - da, b) I. 
When 1% - a / , ) 6 - b ) is small and n is fixed, the middle term is small, and 
so for some S < So we force I &(a, 6) - ~~(a, b)l < E as claimed. 
It remains to prove that p(a, .) is injective. We first show 
pa - f”+la ~ 1 
f”b -f n+lb ’ a > b >fa. (*I 
This is a consequence off being a c1 contraction with (Df ). = 1. Using the 
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Mean Value Theorem we write fy - $Y = (Dffe f y - x) and so, plugging 
this into fx below, we get 
and so 
X-f% 1 
y--fy = 1 - [I - (~f)td (3) 
, 
Substitute~u for x and fnh for y. Then @ 3 0, 
and (*) is proved. 
Now suppose p(a, 6) = p(a, b’) for some a > 6 > 6’ >,fa. KTe have 
by (*)- Since p(a, 6’) = pfa, b) this Emit is zero contradicting the fact ~(6, .j is 
positive on (f& b). This completes the proof of the relative position lemma. 
Remark. The fact that p(a, *) is injective is not used below. Are there other 
interesting features of p(a, .), e.g., differentiability if f E Cm ? 
3. RELATIVE POSITIONS OF SEPARTRICES 
We return to the vector field X on T”. Let r be a transversal to y and tet 
A, ) A, ,.‘. be the successive intersections lYP(-4) n T. Let 23, f BI ,... be those 
of W@(B) n -r. We can choose 7 so that 8, E &t(T) and B, separates & from 
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y on 7. Likewise, let Ao’, AL,, AL, ,... be the successive intersections of 
WS(A’) n 7 and let B,‘, BL, ,... be those of lYS(B’) n G-. We can choose 7 so 
that A,’ E Int(7) and B,,’ separates A,’ from y on T. See Fig. 2. 
t & 
FIGURE 2 
The relative position lemma implies that 
pp;, BOY = J&p,, - &&‘Y(&’ - 46,) 
exist. The position of l%‘u(B) near B, can be changed, if necessary, so that 
P(4 > Bo) = 4. 
Likewise ,+I,,‘, B,,‘) = $ can be assured by construction. 
4. DOUBLE CLOSING 
We claim that no C? small perturbation X of X has periodic points arbi- 
trarily near both A, and B, . 
Let us redraw Fig. 2, taking into account p(A,, , B,) = 4, p(&,‘, B,‘) = 2, 
and imagining 7 is very short (see Fig. 3). The shaded regions are part of 
WzJ(cr) u WS(w’). Now let X be C2 near X and induce the Poincare map fi If 
f has a iixed point then clearly the X-flow has a closed orbit in AT and has 
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FIGURE 3 
closed orbits through neither A, nor B, . Thus, we may assume 3’ has no 
fixed point and apply the continnity part of the relative position lemma. We 
conclude that if Y is very small, and i a - 24, 1 < Y, j b - Be1 < V, then 
This proves that either the X-orbits through ah paiuts near A, fall into the 
sink W’ or else those through all points near B, do. Hence Ga double Closing 
is impossible for prolongational recurrence. 
Using a Cl small perturbation, it is easy to change the limit ratios p(B, , B,), 
p(A,‘, 23,‘) to any desired values in [0, 11. Then there is no obstruction to 
closing A, , .Bu simultaneously. 
5. STRONG CLOSING 
Let cp be a Aovv on M. 
DEFINITION. A S-pseudo-orbit is a sequence of points & I...‘I p, such that 
p, E &(v&pJ) and t, > 1. By &I*( ) we mean the S-neighborhood in 31. 
DEFINITION p is sd-cyclically recurrent if!F for any S > 0 there is a 
S-pseudo orbit p = p, , p, , p, ,..., p, = p such that 9, ,..., p,-, E &I&!) 
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where B is the nonwandering set of v. This is the type of recurrence discussed 
by Shub and Smale. 
In Ref. Ill] it is shown (when dimension M 2 3) that a flow 9 with an 
~-cyclically recurrent point p has a CO approximation making p periodic. 
Indeed, if E > 0 then 6 can be found so that: given any S-pseudo orbit 
P = PO ,-e-3 p,, = p with p, ,..., p,-, c’ Ma(Q), there is a Co +approximation 
(ii to cp having a periodic orbit p 3 {p, ,..., p,). 
This ability to specify in advance a large compact set in the periodic orbit 
p is what I would call strong closing. 
Although strong closing is possible by a CO approximation [I 11, it is not 
possible by a CTZI approximation. This is shown by the example on T‘J. For any 
6 > 0 there is a &pseudo-orbit containing A,, B,', B@, Ad, A,, but no 
periodic orbit of a Ce appro~mation can contain this set, as was proved in 
Section 4. 
Indeed, strong Ci closing is not possible either. Let X be the vector field 
on Ra which is P(a/ax) where fi is a Cm bump function on R2 with 
support(P) = 02 and ,B > 0 on Int D". The X-flow, y, has fixed points on all 
of S. The points in Int (D") flow horizontally across P, slowing down near 
S1. (See Fig. 4a) (This example was shown to me by M. Shub for another 
purpose.) It is easy to see that g, has an Q-cyclically recurrent point p with a 
S-pseudo orbit (8 arbitrarily small) which cannot be made periodic by even 





This Aow can be embedded in a compact 2-manifold, say Sz, and then in 
any higher ~rne~sion~ manifold M making s2 sharply attractive. This 
insures that any Cl closing in M really occurs on P-where strong closing 
was impossible. For all compact orbits of the perturbed flow $ lie or the 
unique #-invariant manifold [5, lo], say S,,,%, and $J i Sti2 * q~,lS in the C1 
sense. 
On the other hand, it is unknown whether ordinary Cl cIosing of .!Z-cycIic 
recurrence is always possible. 
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